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Finally, a play about me! Just kidding, but in all seriousness Town Hall’s 

Production of Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown is a strong 
competitor for my favorite production they’ve done yet. Set in sizzling Spain in 
1987, the drama unfolds over the bustling streets of Madrid. The story follows 
actress Pepa Marcos (Patricia Pitpitan)  as her ex-boyfriend, Iván (Paul Plain), 
leaves her. The narrative is quickly complicated by colorful characters 
including Ivan’s wife Lucía (Sheila Viramontes), his son Carlos (Steven 
McCloud), and Pepa’s friend model Candela (Marah Sotelo).  
 

From the opening number, the viewer is plunged into a world of chaos 
and excitement. We are dropped into Pepa’s world and see how a series of 
unfortunate events push her, as well as Candela and Lucía, to the edge.  
 

The songs were powerful and catchy, and the dialogue was spicy, mostly 
thanks to comic relief from Pepa and Candela. Carlos and his fiancee, Marisa 
(Madison Gerringer), also have a charming back and forth.  
 

Although Pitpitan definitely has solid chops of her own, Sotelo the stole 
the show with my personal favorite number “Model Behavior”. Other 
highlights include “Madrid”, “Lovesick”, and “Invisible”.  
 

The dance numbers are carefully choreographed and a joy to watch. The 
live music was a welcome addition, and added a pleasant element to the 
setting. The lighting switched from a bright spotlight to faded pink to match 
the mood. I also enjoyed the periodic news announcements, a welcome break 
from the stage.  
 

From the sparkling beaded curtain to the bright paneled wall, the set 
seamlessly ripples and transforms into courtrooms, offices, and bedrooms. I 
appreciated how tiles were cleverly flipped to reveal the scene’s location.  
 



I would have liked to see more 80s clothes and hair, as the costumes and 
makeup were simple. In addition, at times the show felt confusing and rushed, 
as there were so many different characters and storylines.  

 
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown is one my new favorite shows 

for many reasons. It was funny, but also very heartfelt. All of women come to 
realize they are independent and strong, and lean on themselves during 
difficult times. Also, the females leads received stronger characterizations, 
especially compared to Ivan who is merely a thin shadow over the production. I 
encourage everyone to grab gazpacho and a glass of sangria and enjoy Women 
on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown! 

 


